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Here's the most detailed, most current guide for surfers heading to Mexico's surf-packed Baja

peninsula. This guide features over 120 breaks, including the legendary points, reefs, beachbreaks

and even islands. From Tijuana to Cabo and around to the East Cape, with maps, travel tips, wave

height chart, tips on when to go where, accommodations and more. Created in the same style as

the very popular THE SURFER'S GUIDE TO COSTA RICA & SW NICARAGUA as it's written by

the same author. There is no better guide for surfers heading to Baja. Updated yearly.
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This is the only surf specific guidebook I could find, I spent a month down there with it. It led us to

many spots that there would be no other way to find. Odometer setting gets you through a vast

network of obscure, unmarked dirt roads and magically to the camp/surf spots of your dreams! True

Baja vets surely know of countless breaks that are not listedhere but this is a very good start.

This is the only surf specific guidebook I could find, I spent a month down there with it. It led us to

many spots that there would be no other way to find. Odometer setting gets you through a vast

network of obscure, unmarked dirt roads and magically to the camp/surf spots of your dreams! True

Baja vets surely know of countless breaks that are not listedhere but this is a very good start.

Damn good guide, well worth the $$$. Covers from Cal/Mex border, all the way down and around

East Cape.



I just got back from an awesome trip, due in large part to this guide. Highly detailed, awesome camp

recommendations and accurate surf descriptions. A must if you're going to surf in Baja. Hint: I

bought mine at a local surf shop and it cost $25. Also, I recommend Baja Camping (Fred Jones and

Gloria Jones) as a great complementary guide for camping along the way, between the 2 books we

had no trouble finding great options and navigating to the spots.

We just got back from Baja Norte and found this book to be invaluable. It doesn't show every single

break but it definately gets you easily and accurately to the best known and more popular surf

spots. From there you can find the lesser known, less crowded spots. Don't think twice about

whether or not to buy this guide, it's the best one we found.

This is the one truly invaluable tool I took with me to Baja. It was detailed and precise, and really

took a lot of work out of the planning. Basically its the bible when it comes to surfing through Baja i

wouldn't think about leaving without it
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